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Introduction: Penetrating trauma that caused by gunshot injuries have been reported about 17–21% of all spinal cord
injuries. Transoral approach may facilitate accessing the lumens and sites such as upper cervical spine with minimally
invasive surgical exposure. Here, we present an interesting case of removal a bullet in the cervical spine with new method.
Case Presentation: A 53-year-old man who underwent a gunshot in the maxillary region of the face. A CT scan of head
and neck showed that a metallic foreign body located in corpus vertebrae as high as C1-C2. The bullets in this patient
were removed under the minimal invasive surgery through transoral approach. The patients were discharged without
neurological deficit.
Conclusion: The presented transoral approach can be used as minimal invasive surgery method to extract corpus allienum
in upper cervical spinal region without spinal cord tissue damage.
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INTRODUCTION
Spinal cord injury (SCI) occurs after
traumatic injury with range of incidences
are 12.1 to 57.8 cases per million annually
both penetrating or non-penetrating.1
The third most causes of spinal cord
injury are motor accident, falling from
heights accident and penetrating trauma.2
Common case that causes penetrating
trauma is stabbing injury with knives,
missile, or gunshot where usually occurs
in high crime rates area. And gunshot
injuries have been reported as penetrating
trauma that causes SCI about 17–21%.3
Cervical spine trauma incidence is 4575% compared with the others location
of traumatic SCI.4 Cervical spine trauma
is potentially causes long-term disability
because this structure consists of complex
neurovascular structures. Thus, operating
through this region represents a challenge.5

legs after getting gunshot in the maxillary
region of the face. The patient was taken
anterior-posterior and lateral cervical
photographs (Figure 1) at a Level C
Hospital in the Kalisat region before being
referred to dr. Soebandi General Hospital.
Based on anamnesis, the patient
complained severe headache with
behavioral pain scale 7-9, while on
physical examination the vital signs were
normal but there was thoracoabdominal
respiration. In the inspection of neck and
spine region, there was normal without
any sign of inflammation or cerebrospinal

fluid fistula. The patient showed full of
consciousness and intact cranial nerve
function during neurological examination,
but there were lower parapare
sis. After
a thorough and stable evaluation, the
patient was given prophylaxis as an initial
treatment in the ER with ceftazidime and
tectagram to prevent probably infection.
Then the patient underwent a head and
neck CT scan in the ER. Based on CT scan
evaluation, there was a corpus alienum
with a metal density in anterior of corpus
vertebrae as high as C1-C2 without
abnormalities in spinal cord (Figure 2).

CASE PRESENTATION
A 53-year-old man was brought to the
emergency room (ER) of dr. Soebandi
Regional Hospital with severe headache,
irregular breathing and weakness in both

Figure 1. Anterior-posterior and lateral cervical photographs. Corpus allienum found
in the upper cervical region (yellow circle)
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Figure 2. CT scan of cervical region

Figure 3. (A) Transoral approach surgery patient’s position. (B) Corpus allienum
bullet after extraction
Then the patient planned surgery
to extract the corpus allienum through
transoral approach (Figure 3A). Corpus
allienum that had been obtained is a
bullet where located at the anterior arcus
of vertebrae C1 during surgery. After the
bullet was removed (Figure 3B), the spinal
cord was decompressed and pulsated well.
The patient was treated post surgery in the
intensive care unit for 48 hours without the
aid of a ventilator. Three days post surgery
the patient had an improvement in his
motor function on both lower extremities.
The bladder and bowel functions had also
improved as the patient could feel and hold
urine. The patient was discharged on day 4
postoperatively with full of consciousness
and no neurological deficit.
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DISCUSSION
Gunshot injury to the spine causes tissue
damage in gunshot injury that depends
on velocity, mass, shape, and composition
of the bullet material that determine the
severity of the trauma. Generally, tissue
damage causes in the surrounding tissue or
secondary damage that creates cavitation
process of the tissue by generating shock
waves.6 In this case, the type of bullet that
was found is civilian weapon, wind riffle
bullet, which is low velocity, small, blunt
and metal composed by iron. This type
of bullet causes a direct injury with low
comorbidity incidence.
Initial treatment of patients with
gunshot injury should attent systemic
stabilization, then a detail history includ
ing mechanisms of trauma, type of

weapon, distance, and the number of
shots should be recorded as the protocol
of basic trauma resuscitation in ATLS. To
determine the level of SCI can be found
on neurological examination. The severity
of the neurological deficit increases the
risk of death in patient.7 Wounds should
be identified as an entry wound and exit
wound and recorded in which region.
The wounds should also be inspected for
any leakage of cerebrospinal fluid, bullets,
and another corpus alienum. Removing
the corpus alienum in the ER should
be avoided because it possibles severe
bleeding. Therefore extraction of the
corpus alienum should be performed in
the operating room.8
The treatment strategies remain being
debated. In 1990, Kupcha et al suggested
an observation rather than surgical
removal of retained bullet fragments in
the cervical spine of the patients because
it does not increase the risk of infection
while surgical management might result
in secondary complications.9,10 However,
it should be noted the possibility that the
bullets migrate from their initial locations.
The migration of the bullets may easily
damage the surrounding structures which
are a small body part with several vital
contents including important nerves
and blood vessels. Therefore surgical is
necessary to remove the corpus allienum,
but it should be noted that there is high
possibility of neurovascular injury.11,12
Surgical procedure to remove a corpus
allienum should performs an appropriate
techniques with minimal complication.13
In this case, we used transoral approach to
extract the corpus allienum.
Transoral approach can access the
craniovertebral junction area as anterior
arch of C1.14 Transoral approach
technique was uncommon used to remove
corpus allienum from upper cervical spine
region. The advantage of this approach is
minimal damage in surrounding tissues,
thus decreasing surgical complications.
And then there have been significant
improvements in the efficacy and safety
of the transoral approach over the past
several decades. Depending on the
location of the bullet in the upper cervical
region, transoral approaches were feasible
as alternative safety technique.15
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